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Abstract: One hundred eighty, Dandarawi laying hens were used in
sixteen-week experiment (through 32-48 wks old). Birds were divided into
six groups and fed experimental diets containing normal (high) nonphytate
phosphorus (NPP) level (0.45%) or low-NPP level (0.25%), supplemented
or not with microbial phytase (1000 U/kg ofdiet) or driedyeast (0.3% ofthe
diet). Criteria ofresponse were performance for egg production, some egg
quality traits, calcium (Ca) and phosphorus (P) retention, tibia bone ash %,
plasma Ca and P concentrations and economical evaluation. The obtained
results showed that:

1. Neither dietary P level nor supplemental phytase and yeast influenced
jeed intake or egg weight.

2. Hens fed on 0.45%-NPP-diets performed better than those jed on
0.25%-NPP-diets for egg production and feed conversion. Dietary
supplementation with phytase or dried yeast enhanced egg production
in hens jed O.25'Yo-NPP-diets, among which hens fed 0.3'Yo-yeast-diet
only restored their egg production 10 be Significantly similar to those
fed the unsupplemented 0.45%-NPP-diet.

3. Regarding egg quality traits, erratic significant diffirences were detected
among dietary treatments only in weights ofegg albumen andyolk

4. Increased Ca retention % was observed in hens jed the unsupplemented
0.45%-NPP-diet, but the opposite was true for those fed the
unsupplemented 0.25'Yo-NPP-diet. Dietary supplementation with
phytase or yeast significantly increased Ca retention % only in hens fed
the 0.25%-1I'PP-containing diet. Even though supplemental phytase or
yeast increased the Pretention %, hens fed 0.45%-NPP-diets with or
without supplementation had lower Pretention % than their
counterparts on the 0.25'Yo-NPP-diets.
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5. A lower tibia ash % was observed in hens fed on the unsupplemented
O.45%-NPP-diet than those fed the unsupplemented O.25'Yo-NPP-diet.
Supplemental phytase or yeast increased ihc tibia ash % in hens fed on
the O.45%-NPP-diet.

6. Hens fed on the 0.45%-NPP-diet had higher Ca and lower plasma P
concentrations than those fed the the O.25%-NPP-diet. Dietary
supplementation particularly with yeast increased both levels ofplasma
Caand P.

In conclusion, Dandarawi laying hens fed on the O.25'Yo-NPP-diets,
whether supplemented or not with phytase or yeast performed less efficiently
for egg production and feed conversion than those fed on the O.45%-NPP
diets. Additionally, from an economic point of view, it would appear that
dietary supplementation of Dandarawi laying hens diet with phytase or
yeast; under the conditions of the present study, was an undue
extravagance; with the exception ofgroups ofhens fed on the O.45%-NPP
diet with supplemental phytase which performed for egg production and
feed conversion similarly, but economically had an advantage over those of
the control on the unsupplemented O.45%-NPP-diet.

INTRODUCTION

Dietary requirements for phosphorus (P) and its availability in
feedstuffs of plant origin are key issues in poultry nutrition. Phosphorus
from plant sources is only 30-40% available (Perney et al., 1993) because
much of the P is in the form of phytate (myo-inositol hexaphosphate) and is
poorly used by poultry.

Phytate is a naturally occurring organic compound in plants. Phytate
can complex with several cations such as Ca, Mg, Zn, Fe, K and Cu, as well
as with amino acids (Ravindran et al., 1998). Because of inadequate
amounts of endogenous phytase, secreted by the gastrointestinal tracts of
poultry to hydrolyze phytate and release the phytate-bound P (Ravindlan et
al.. 1998; Sebastian et al., 1998), their diets are usually supplemented with
an inorganic source of P. This supplementation is not only expensive but
also with excessive dietary supply P excretion is concomitantly increased,
leading to a potential environmental P pollution in soil and ground water. In
areas of concentrated animal production, the excretion of excess P in the
manure has posed an environmental concern (Ravindran et aI., 1998). As a
result of economic and environmental concerns, there is a renewed interest
in using phytase to reduce the need for inorganic P supplements and to
improve utilization of P present in feedstuffs.
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